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idiCo, the newly formed management company for French SMEs and mid-caps created 
from Omnes’ private equity activities, announces four new appointments 
  

Paris, 20 April 2023 - idiCo, the newly formed management company for French SMEs and mid-caps created from Omnes’ 
private equity activities, is strengthening its cross-cutting capabilities with four new appointments. 

Alexandre Chollet - General Secretary 

Before working with IDI last November on the carve-out of Omnes' private equity activities to create idiCo, Alexandre Chollet 
had been General Secretary at Activa Capital, which he joined in 2019. 
Previously, Alexandre was Director of Investor Relations at Naxicap Partners (2016-2019), Head of Funds and Portfolio at 
Qualium Investissement (2011-2016) and a member of the Finance team at iXEN Partners (2006-2010). 
Alexandre began his career as a financial controller at Bioam, before joining Bpifrance’s fund of funds business (CDC 
Entreprises) as a project manager. 
Alexandre graduated from ESCP Europe. He will report to Benjamin Arm, CEO of idiCo. 

Gabin Primault - CSR analyst 

After starting out as an ESG analyst at Amundi, Gabin became a consultant in sustainable finance at Finegan Advisory 
(formerly 99 Advisory) where he worked with numerous companies on issues including ESG strategy development, regulatory 
compliance and the drafting of various ESG reports (business and regulatory). Gabin joined idiCo in April 2023 as a CSR 
analyst tasked with coordinating and developing various ESG/CSR-related areas within the company, such as strategy, 
reporting, regulatory compliance and supporting portfolio companies. 
Gabin graduated from KEDGE Business School with a MSc in Sustainable Finance. 

Geoffrey Canourgues - Head of Compliance and Internal Control 

Geoffrey joined Agama Conseil in 2015, which specialises in compliance and internal control issues. After nearly eight years 
supporting asset management companies operating mainly in the private equity and real estate sectors, he joined idiCo in 
April 2023 as Head of Compliance and Internal Control and Head of Risk. Geoffrey has a Master’s degree in Corporate Law 
with a major in the Financial Sector from Toulouse Capitole University. 

Caroline Bonard - Office Manager 

Before joining idiCo as Office Manager in April 2023, Caroline worked as Executive Assistant and then as Office Manager at 
Activa Capital for over 12 years. 
Caroline holds a Bachelor of Literature degree. 

Caroline Bonard, Geoffrey Canourgues and Gabin Primault will report to Alexandre Chollet. 

About idiCo 

Formed from Omnes Capital’s private equity activities, idiCo, a subsidiary of IDI Group, is a major player in private equity and 
private debt and is authorised by the French Financial Markets Authority (AMF). 
idiCo invests in French SMEs and mid-caps by acquiring minority and majority shareholdings or through bond financing to 
support them in creating responsible value. The company works across three main strategies: lower-mid cap, small cap and 
private debt. 
  

http://www.idico.fr/
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idiCo manages nearly €1 billion in assets across 31 portfolio investments and has supported more than 110 companies in 
recent years. The company operates mainly in the healthcare, B2B services, technology and industrial sectors. 
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